
LAGRANGE, GEORGIA 
OUTDOOR LIGHTING SERVICE 

Revised: April 1, 2014 
 
 
AVAILABILITY 
 
Throughout the City's service area from lines of adequate capacity. 
 
APPLICABILITY 
 
Applicable to outdoor lighting fixtures, either LED, high pressure sodium (HPS), metal halide (MH), or induction 
fluorescent (IF) on poles conforming to City specifications.  Service will be rendered only at locations which in the 
opinion of the City are readily accessible for installation and maintenance.  All new installations shall be LED and 
priced according to the closest equivalent HPS or MH fixture. 
 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
 
1. The City reserves the right to determine which of the lighting options offered under this rate schedule will be 

available at a particular location 
 
2. For installations that are deemed by the City to be more costly or difficult than a normal installation, such as those 

with underground wiring, the Customer will be required to pay a contribution in aid of construction.  The 
contribution may be billed as a lump sum amount or as an increase in the monthly rate as determined by the City. 

 
3. In the event the City relocates an existing lighting system at a customer's request, the customer may be required 

to pay the costs associated with the relocation. 
 
4. The Customer may be required to reimburse the City for maintenance work which is required because of 

vandalism if that vandalism becomes excessive or, in the City's opinion, is caused by the Customer or 
circumstances that should have been under control of the Customer. 

 
5. All rates in this schedule are for night service only.  Continuous burn lights must be installed behind the 

Customer’s meter. 
 
6. Customer owned security lighting systems shall be metered.  The City will replace bulbs and photocells in 

customer owned lighting for the monthly fee of $3.00 per fixture.  
 
7. The City may access a capital recover charge equal to the greater of $25 or the uncollected capital cost less 

salvage value for removing the fixtures and poles in an existing security lighting installation. 
 
8. Customers may purchase the poles and lighting fixtures installed on their property by paying a capital charge 

determined by the City plus the cost of any work performed by the City to relocate the power supply lines to a 
point behind the Customer’s meter. 

 
9. Customer owned lighting that is separately metered may be served under the City’s General Service electric 

service tariff regardless of kilowatt-hour usage. 
 
10. Lighted signs may be flat billed using one of the monthly rates below based on the City’s estimate of the sign 

wattage and hours of operation. 
 

11. The monthly rate for LED luminaires will be equal to the monthly rate for an equivalent HPS or MH fixture as 
determined by the City. 



 
 
MONTHLY RATES: 
 
(All new installations use the LED equivalent of the lights listed below.  The rates remain the same) 
 
 
        Lighting Fixture                         Wattage   Rate  
 
HPS Open bottom                              up to 100  $   9.00 
HPS or MH Cobrahead       150  $ 10.00 
HPS or MH Cobrahead       250  $ 14.00 
HPS or MH Cobrahead       400  $ 18.00 
HPS or MH Cobrahead     1000  $ 30.00 
 
IF Cobrahead     up to 75 $ 10.00 
IF Cobrahead        100  $ 14.00 
IF Cobrahead        150  $ 16.00 
IF Cobrahead        200  $ 18.00 
 
HPS Post Top     up to 100    $   8.00 
HPS Post Top        150        $ 10.00 
HPS Acorn        100  $ 12.00  
HPS Acorn        250  $ 16.00 
 
IF Post Top              up to 75  $ 10.00 
IF Acorn              up to 75  $ 12.00 
IF Acorn        100  $ 16.00 
IF Acorn        150   $ 18.00 
 
HPS or MH - Flood or Shoebox             up to 150   $ 12.00 
HPS or MH - Flood or Shoebox        250        $ 16.00 
HPS or MH - Flood or Shoebox             400       $ 20.00 
MH Flood                   1000        $ 30.00 
MH Flood         1500  $ 45.00 
 
IF Flood or Shoebox   up to 75  $ 12.00 
IF Flood or Shoebox       100  $ 16.00 
IF Flood or Shoebox       150  $ 18.00 
IF Flood or Shoebox       200  $ 20.00 
IF Flood or Shoebox       250  $ 30.00  
 
LED      * see special provisions 
 
 
Additional poles each (there is no charge for lights attached to existing service poles) 
 
Wood                                                $   3.00 
Fiberglass                                         $   4.00 
Metal                                               $ 12.00 
Concrete                                           $ 15.00 
 
 
 
  


